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Introduction 
 
BTPO’s 2040 Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MTP) is being developed using a process called scenario 
planning.  The 2-year process begins with identifying community values, progresses through 
development of several alternative future scenarios for development in the region, and culminates with 
the selection of a preferred scenario that serves as a guide for the MTP.  This technical memorandum 
provides details on the alternative scenarios that have been developed, the process used to create 
them, and how each scenario is expected to perform.   
 
Total growth in population and employment is projected to be a constant in all scenario for BTPO’s 
planning area (depicted in Figure 1), with projected growth summarized in Table 1.   
 
Table 1.  Projected Population and Employment Growth in the Bannock Planning Area, 2010 to 2040 
 

 
2010 2040 Change 

Population 72,887 98,529 25,642 

Employment 43,394 57,518 14,124 

 
Scenario evaluation is a tool for evaluating different patterns of future population and employment 
growth, and the implication of those growth patterns on a variety of different community indicators, 
including transportation system performance and future infrastructure needs. 
 

Process Overview 
Primary guidance for the scenarios came from two rounds of public engagement.  First, a series of Core 
Values workshops in April, 2013 and a follow-up survey gathered input on public priorities and 
preferences.  This information was used by the consultant team to develop four general themes named 
University Town, Active Living, Outdoor Life (“Outdoor”) and Great Place for Business (“Business”). 
These were more fully developed by members of the public during an interactive public work session in 
August, 2013 called the Portneuf Valley Futures workshop informed the development of three of the 
current scenarios.   A fourth scenario, Trend, was developed by the Bannock Transportation Planning 
Organization prior to the scenario planning process and is described along with the other scenarios in 
more detail below. Most of the scenario development performed by both the public and the consultants 
used ArcGIS® software and a planning extension CommunityViz®.  
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Scenario Creation and Refinement Procedures 
 
At the Portneuf Valley Futures public workshop, 
participants worked in small groups through a 
series of increasingly specific planning exercises 
utilizing interactive technology to track ideas 
and provide feedback.  Early exercises 
established broad conceptual goals.  The groups 
then worked through increasingly planning-
oriented exercises that finally led to placement 
of housing and jobs “chips” on a 250-acre grid 
covering the study area.     
After the workshop, the results were evaluated 
and summarized through thematic maps that 
combined table outputs into commonalities 
found.  
 

 
Next, a series of technical procedures were 
performed to move that information to a finer 
scale 10-acre grid and translate it to 
transportation analysis zones (TAZs) for use in 
BTPO’s travel demand model.   The scenario 
development process included refinements, 
expansions, and other changes to the raw 
workshop results, but care was taken to 
continually monitor the original values and intent 
of the participants against the scenarios as they 
evolved.    
 

 
 
As a first post-workshop step, University Town 
and Active Living were combined into a single 
scenario (University Active Living or UAL). By 
comparing the work done by the participants at 
the tables in these two themes, key shared 
concepts were identified: an emphasis on 
walkable/bikeable connections, stronger 
connections to transit, and infill development. 
While all tables at the workshop did share 
common ideas, Outdoor and Business tables 
generated some interesting and unique spatial 
ideas to illustrate their specific themes. Thus 
these, themes were explored further as 
independent scenarios.  
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Processing of input gathered at the workshop included balancing the number of jobs or houses among 
the different scenarios (some groups placed more jobs and houses than the control totals of 9,300 
homes and 14,000 jobs, some less) and combining the results of multiple tables into single themes. 
Using the CommunityViz Allocator, new housing and jobs was distributed across the available supply of 
potential development locations.  In this process, the 10-acre grid was used to allocate growth according 
to the desirability and capacity of each land-use area. The desirability of any particular grid cell was 
established using the participants’ chip placements, combined by theme.  The more chips placed in a 
given area, the higher the desirability, and in turn the more likely the regional growth share would be 
steered toward that location. The influence of desirability was limited by restrictions to development, 
such as steep slopes.  
 
Development capacity for use in the allocation was established using observed regional patterns and 
development restrictions as they were published in comprehensive plans and existing zoning from local 
jurisdictions. These capacity assumptions were summarized in the Planning Assumptions Technical 
Memo1.   At the end of this process, it was verified that most growth was accommodated under our 
capacity assumptions, except for a small number of exceptions that were explicitly made:    
 

• Higher housing and employment densities were allowed in Downtown Pocatello, the Warehouse 
District and along South 5th Avenue.  
 

• For the Outdoor Life and Business Scenarios, higher housing and employment were allowed in 
an undeveloped area in NE Pocatello, north of the existing Highland Hills neighborhood. 
 

• For the Outdoor Life Scenario, a small area in South Pocatello near where the planned Cheyenne 
Connector will connect South 5th Avenue with South Bannock Highway allowed a higher 
employment density. 

 
In addition, for the UAL scenario, the team decided to manually redirect jobs and housing growth to the 
Warehouse District, along South 5th Avenue and east of the existing university campus to better match 
workshop participants growth placements and notes expressed in flipchart and digital comments. This 
strengthened an existing emphasis on infill and university-centered development in that scenario.   
Technical data processing techniques applied post-workshop detailed in Appendix A of this report. 
  

                                                           
1 See Land Capacity Assumptions, Scenario Planning Assumptions Technical Memorandum, July 1, 2013 
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Scenario Descriptions 

Trend Scenario 
Developed by BTPO, the Trend Scenario provides a “best engineering judgment” perspective on how the 
urban environment will grow in the Portneuf Valley, based on current growth patterns and land use 
policies.  It provides a useful comparison for all of the other participant-developed scenarios. Most 
residential growth occurs in and around Chubbuck, with a significant amount of infill near existing 
Chubbuck neighborhoods. Housing growth occurs at a smaller scale around other areas of the valley. It 
does not foresee interstate access and growth in NE Pocatello, nor does it develop the South 5th Avenue 
corridor to the extent that the other scenarios do.  Employment growth is strongest in areas around 
downtown, the university and Yellowstone Avenue corridor. 
 

Great Place for Business Scenario 
 
This scenario emphasized 
welcoming and supporting new 
employers and a robust, well 
balanced economy. While most 
housing growth occurs in new 
neighborhoods in NE Pocatello 
and Chubbuck, other areas of 
the valley grow with some 
mixed use development 
occurring around the university 
and Warehouse District. The 
Business Scenario envisions a 
new interstate access point on I-
15 and new connections 
between Chubbuck and NE 
Pocatello.  The scenario 
envisions better walkable and 
transit connections between 
downtown, the university and 
Portneuf Medical Center.  
Employment growth is strongest 
in areas with strong 
transportation access, near the 
airport and NW Pocatello.  
Figure 2 depicts future 
development trends envisioned 
in this scenario. 
  

Figure 2 
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Outdoor Life Scenario 
Participants in this scenario underscored access to recreation and the outdoors, with a focus on keeping 
development out of sensitive areas. This theme envisions a robust Portneuf River Greenway system and 
access to open space trailheads. Similar to other scenarios, participants wanted better walkable and 
bike-able connections between campus, downtown, the river corridor and open space. While the 
scenario avoids urban development in foothills and wildlife winter range, it establishes a new interstate 
access point on I-15 with new urban development in NE Pocatello and eastern Chubbuck.  Other 
residential and employment development is infill and redevelopment-focused along the Portneuf River 
Corridor and Yellowstone Avenue.  The development trends envisioned in the Outdoor Life Scenario are 
depicted in Figure 3. 
 

  Figure 3 
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University Active Living (UAL) Scenario  
The UAL scenario envisions a community built around a thriving academic hub and transportation 
options that promote a healthy lifestyles. This scenario places a strong emphasis on infill and 
redevelopment opportunities around existing neighborhoods, especially the university, warehouse 
district and downtown.  Similar to the Trend scenario it envisions a much more limited development 
pattern in NE Pocatello without new interstate access from I-15.  Development in Chubbuck is focused 
on infill of existing development and eastern Chubbuck. Walking, biking and inexpensive transit options 
are strong, connecting Pocatello with Chubbuck and the university with downtown. While multiple 
housing and employment opportunities are envisioned, there is a strong redevelopment/mixed-use 
component in dense urban neighborhoods: the Warehouse District, east of the university’s campus and 
along South 5th Avenue.   Development trends anticipated in this scenario are reflected in Figure 4.  
 

  

Figure 4 
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Scenario Growth Allocation  
While each scenario reflected population in the BTPO planning area growing to a total population of 
98,529, and total employment growing to 57,518 jobs in 2040, the distribution of housing in support of 
that growth, and the location of new employment varied significantly between the various scenarios.  
Figure 5 depicts BTPO’s Transportation Planning Districts, while Figure 6 shows the distribution of new 
housing units and employment by district for each scenario.  

  

  

Figure 5 
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Figure 6.  Scenario Housing and Employment Allocation by Planning District

 

 
 
 
As indicated in Figure 6, in the Trend Scenario, more than half of the new housing was allocated to the 
Chubbuck area (District 2).  Not surprisingly, in the University Active Living Scenario, nearly a one-third 
of new housing was allocated District 4, where the University is located, with roughly 20% of housing 
allocated to the adjacent District 3.   The Business Scenario placed roughly half of the housing in District 
5, in the general vicinity of the new I-15 interchange envisioned in that scenario.  Outdoor Life allocated 
housing more heavily in Districts 4 and 5, in presumably in proximity to open space resources. 
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Employment was allocated relatively evenly in Outdoor Life, except for District 6, which is largely built 
out, and District 8, which is largely undeveloped.  The Business Scenario placed a greater focus on 
District 2 and District 5 than the other scenarios, again presumably based on the I-15 interchange 
envisioned in that scenario.  As might be expected, University Active Living placed a heavy emphasis on 
job creation in District 4, as did the Trend Scenario, to a slightly lesser degree. 

The distribution of housing units by transportation analysis zone (TAZ) is mapped for the 2040 trend and 
each of the future scenarios in Figures 7 through 10.    As seen in this comparison, the Trend Scenario 
emphasizes much greater housing growth in the northwest (north of I-86 and west of I-15) than any of 
the scenarios, with somewhat greater housing growth in the southwest than the scenarios.  The 
University Scenario generally shows a heavier emphasis of housing growth east of I-15, particularly in 
areas near the University, while the Business Scenario concentrated most of the housing growth in the 
northeast (east of I-15, north of the I-86 interchange).  The Outdoor Life Scenario focused the greatest 
growth of housing in the northeast of all scenarios, with a secondary emphasis in the general vicinity of 
the university.  Maps comparing the distribution of housing units by TAZ for each scenario to the trend 
are included in Appendix C of this report. 

When considering the distribution of 2040 employment by TAZ, the Trend Scenario (Figure 11) predicts 
the greatest growth in employment to occur near the airport and in TAZ’s along I-86, west of Chubbuck.  
The University Scenario’s 2040 employment distribution (Figure 12) was similar to the Trend Scenario, 
with somewhat greater emphasis in east of I-15, north of the I-86 interchange.  Business and Outdoor 
Life Scenarios (Figures 13 and 14, respectively) both concentrated employment growth in the TAZs east 
of I-15, north of the I-86 interchange, to a greater degree than either the Trend or University Scenario.  
The Business Scenario also concentrated employment growth along the I-86 corridor in Power County.  
Appendix C also includes maps comparing of the distribution of employment by TAZ to the trend for the 
University Active Living, Business and Outdoor Life Scenarios. 
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Figure 7.          Figure 8. 

 

Figure 9.          Figure 10. 
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Figure 11.         Figure 12. 

 

Figure 13.          Figure 14.   
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One way to consider the geographical impacts of development, particular as it relates to transportation, 
is to think in terms of “people density”,  e.g. by combining population (which is based on where housing 
units are located) and employment.  Figure 15 depicts current combined population and employment 
density in the BTPO planning area (as based on census data) by 10 acre grid. Figures 16 through 19 
depict the combined 2040 population and employment density by 10 acre grid for each of the future 
scenarios. 

Figure 15. 
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Figure 16.         Figure 17. 

 

Figure 17.          Figure 18. 
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Community Indicators 
Each scenario was evaluated on a variety of indicators that attempt to the quantify the performance of 
the various scenarios  against community values as identified in the Community Core Values Workshops, 
surveys and stakeholder input, and as based upon available data. 

While population, employment, population and employment densities, water, waste water and energy 
consumption are all expected to increase from current levels, all of these “indicators” were constant 
between all future scenarios, across the entire planning area.  For these indicators, Table 2 compares 
current statistics and projected future statistics for all future scenarios. 

Table 2.  Comparison of Current Statistics to Projected Future Statistics  

 Description Current (2010) 
All Future 

Scenarios (2040) 

Population Total population within the BTPO 
planning area 72,887 98,529 

Employment Total employment within the BTPO 
planning area 43,394 57,518 

Population Density Total population density in jobs per acre  
0.41 0.55 

Employment Density Total employment density in jobs per 
acre  

0.61 0.82 

Water Consumption 

Estimated total amount of water 
consumed per day based on the average 
amount of water consumed per person 
per day. Units in 1,000 gallons per day. 

20,550  27,292 

Wastewater Generation 

Estimated amount of wastewater 
generated per day based on the average 
amount of wastewater produced per 
person per day. Units in 1,000 gallons 
per day. 

14,096 18,720 

Residential Energy 

Estimated total energy residential 
energy use in based on the total number 
of households and the average annual 
energy used by each residential building 
for all applications excluding primary 
electricity and wood. Units in ten million 
BTU. 

275,880 366,386 
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A variety of other indicators were developed, based upon community values and livability principles, to 
compare how the different patterns of development contemplated in each scenario would perform.  
Table 3 summarizes the performance indicators developed.  Locations referenced by indicators are 
identified in Figure 19.  

Table 3.  Definitions of Performance Indicators 
Figure Number Indicator Definition 

Figure 20 Land Conservation Open Space Lost: Acres of private open land lost to 
development in each scenario 

Figure 21 Prime Agricultural Soils 
Prime Ag Lands Lost: Acres of "Prime farmland, if irrigated" 
or "Farmland of statewide importance, if irrigated" lost to 
development in each scenario 

Figure 22 Employment Near 
Downtown Employment within 1/2 mile of Downtown Pocatello 

Figure 23 Housing Near Downtown Dwelling units within 1/2 mile of Downtown Pocatello  

Figure 24 Employment Near 
University Employment within 1/2 mile of ISU  

Figure 25 Housing Near University Dwelling units within 1/2 mile of ISU 

Figure 26 Employment Near Transit Employment within walking distance (1/2 mile) of current 
and future transit routes (See figure C-3, Appendix C ) 

Figure 27 Housing Near Transit Dwelling units within walking distance (1/2 mile) of current 
and future transit routes (See figure C-3, Appendix C ) 

Figure 28 Employment Near 
Interstate 

Employment within 1 mile of an existing interstate 
highway access point 

Figure 29 Housing Near Interstate Dwelling units within 1 mile of an existing interstate 
highway access point 

Figure 30 Housing Near Open Space 

Dwelling units within 1/2 mile of existing publicly owned 
open space including federal and city open space (e.g. 
BLM, Pocatello's City Creek property). Does not include 
urban parks.  

Figure 31  Housing Near Parks 
Dwelling units within 1/2 mile of Pocatello or Chubbuck 
city parks. Does not include undeveloped federal or city 
open space. 

Figure 32 Housing Near Schools 
Dwelling units within 1/2 mile of existing public schools. 
Includes elementary, junior and high schools. Does not 
include private school 
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Figure19 
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Figure 22 Figure 23 

Figure 24 Figure 25 
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Figure 26 Figure 27 

Figure 28 Figure 29 

Figure 30 Figure 31 
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Transportation System Performance 

BTPO Travel Demand Model Analyses 
In order to assess the transportation performance of the various future growth scenarios, BTPO 
conducted Travel Demand Model runs based upon assignment of housing and employment for the 2040 
Trend Scenario, as well as the Business, University Active Living, and Outdoor Life Scenarios.  The model 
was with no improvements to the existing network, except for in the Business Scenario. The groups 
developing the Business Scenario explicitly premised their assumptions regarding distribution of new 
housing and future employment on the assumption of the construction of interchange on I-15 at Siphon 
Road, so that scenario was run both with and without the interchange (in the Business model run with 
the interchange, no additional capacity improvements were considered). 

Different patterns of growth had different implication regarding walkability and access to alternative 
modes of transportation (bike and transit).  Additionally, based upon employment and housing growth, 
new transit routes were assumed to be added for the Business and Outdoor Life Scenarios, as depicted 
in Figure 33, and a new downtown/University circulator was envisioned for University Active Living, as 
depicted in Figure 34.    As a result, a certain amount of mode shift was assumed in different areas with 
each of these future scenarios, depending upon the transit changes envisioned. In order to account for 
the anticipated mode shift, when running the model, minor adjustment were made in assigned trips by 
TAZ in the various scenarios.  Assumptions regarding Mode Shift are detailed Appendix D. 

Figure 32 
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Figure 33.  Transit Route Extensions for Business and Outdoor Life Scenarios 
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Figure 34.  Down Circulator Route Envisioned for University Active Living Scenario 
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Traffic Performance 
In order to understand how each of the future growth scenarios effected trip distribution and the 
volume of traffic on individual roadways, model output for traffic flow (as based upon average daily trips 
by roadway segment) for the Trend Scenario was compared to University Active Living, Business, and 
Outdoor Life Future Scenarios.  Figure 35 depicts Traffic Flow by Roadway Segment for the 2040 Trend 
Scenario.  Figures 36 and 37 show the net increase or decrease in traffic volume by segment University 
Active Living and Outdoor Life, as compared to the Trend Scenario.  Figure 38 shows the net change in 
traffic flow for the Business Scenario without the assumed I-15 interchange at Siphon Road, while Figure 
39 shows it with the interchange (but no other capacity improvements).  The addition of the interchange 
to the Business Scenario significantly redirects traffic flow from local roads to the I-15 corridor, as might 
be expected. 

 Figure 35. 
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Figure 36.           Figure 37.

 

Figure 38.         Figure 39. 
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The adequacy of the built street network is commonly evaluated by comparing the volume of traffic on a 
roadway to the design capacity of that roadway.  If, for instance, a roadway has a capacity of 1,000 
vehicles per hour (vph) and has a volume of 700 vehicles in a specified hour, then the resulting volume-
to-capacity ratio (V/C) is 700/1000 or 0.70.  BTPO’s Travel Demand model was used to project V/C for 
each of the future growth scenarios.   BTPO defines roadway segments with a V/C between 81% and 
90% as operating at a level of service (LOS) of D.  A V/C of 91% to 100% is considered an LOS of E, with a 
V/C over 100% defined as an LOS F.  Figure 40 shows segments within the Pocatello AOI street network 
that exceed 80% of roadway capacity in 2010 during peak period traffic.    Segments  of Hiline Road, E 
Oak Street, N 15th Street, Hospital Way, N 5thAvenue, and small segments of Pocatello Creek Road and 
Bench Road currently exceed 80% of capacity.  Figures 41 through 44 show the V/C Ratios for each of 
the 2040 future growth scenarios. 

Figure 40.  2010 Volume to Capacity Ratio 
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Figure 41.         Figure 42. 

 

Figure 43.         Figure 44. 
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Bicycle and Pedestrian Network Performance 
Bicycle and pedestrian networks are also an important component of the transportation network.  In 
2012, BTPO adopted the Portneuf Valley Bicycle Plan, which included an inventory of existing Bike-Ped 
facilities, as well as planned projects and links.  Figure 45 details both the existing and proposed bike-
ped network for BTPO’s planning area. 

Future growth scenarios were evaluated to determine the percentage of people (employees and 
residents) that were served an existing bike ped facility within ½ a mile of their home or work (as 
depicted in Figure 46).  The Trend Scenario performed the worst, suggesting a potential need for greater 
investment in the bike-ped network, than if employment and housing growth was to occur in the 
pattern projected in the Business Scenario, which performed the best in relation to the proximity of 
people to existing bike-ped infrastructure.  Maps of population-employment density within ½ mile of 
existing bike-ped facilities are provided for each future scenario in Appendix C. 

Figure 46. 

The population and 
employment within a ½ mile 
of proposed bike-ped 
facilities were also analyzed 
for the current year as well as 
all future scenarios, to 
determine if different future 
scenarios would change the 
priority of bicycle-pedestrian 
improvements identified in 
the 2012 Portneuf Valley 
Bicycle Plan, as based the 
number of people that would 
be served by the proposed 
facilities.  Interestingly, while 
the order of priority varied 
between the different 

scenarios for the top ten projects, nine of ten projects were listed in the top ten for the current year as 
well as all future scenarios, while the one project was identified in all but two future scenarios.    

Table 3 summarizes the priorities for the current year and each future scenario, based on the number of 
employees or residents within ½ mile of the proposed facility.  Figure 47 maps the priority projects 
identified. 
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Figure 45 
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Table 4.  Bike-Ped Project Priorities 

Priority Base Year 
(2010) Trend Scenario Business 

Scenario 
Outdoor 
Scenario UAL Scenario 

1 7th Avenue 7th Avenue 7th Avenue 7th Avenue 7th Avenue 

2 Meadowbrooke 
Lane 

Chubbuck Road 
to Alameda 
Road A 

Chubbuck Road 
to Alameda 
Road A 

ISU Campus 
Trail A S 1st Ave 

3 
Chubbuck Road 
to Alameda 
Road A 

Meadowbrooke 
Lane 

ISU Campus 
Trail A Mckinley Ave 

Chubbuck Road 
to Alameda 
Road A 

4 Mckinley Ave ISU Campus 
Trail A 

Meadowbrooke 
Lane 

Chubbuck Road 
to Alameda 
Road A 

ISU Campus 
Trail A 

5 Downtown 
Reach D S 1st Ave 12th Ave S 1st Ave Downtown 

Reach D 

6 ISU Campus 
Trail A Mckinley Ave Mckinley Ave 12th Ave Mckinley Ave 

7 Fremont Street 12th Ave Downtown 
Reach D 

Meadowbrooke 
Lane 

Meadowbrooke 
Lane 

8 S 1st Ave Downtown 
Reach D S 1st Ave Fremont Street S 5th Ave 

9 12th Ave S 5th Ave S 5th Ave Downtown 
Reach D 12th Ave 

10 S 5th Ave Fremont Street Carter Street S 5th Ave S 4th Ave 
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Figure 47. 
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Transportation System Indicators 
 
Data generated from BTPO’s Travel Demand Model for each of the 2040 future growth scenarios was 
used to compare how each scenario’s patterns of growth would affect regional travel, fuel consumption, 
and emissions.  Table 5 summarizes the transportation system indicators developed for this purpose. 
 
Table 5. 

Figure Number Indicator Definition 

Figure 48 System-wide Vehicle Miles 
Traveled (VMT) 

Total number of miles traveled in the planning area each 
day, as based on travel demand model output. 

Figure 49 System-wide Vehicle Hours 
Traveled 

Total number of travel hours each day for trips identified 
within the travel demand model. 

Figure 50 Average Trip Time Total number of daily travel hours divided by the total 
number of trips identified within the travel demand model. 

Figure 51 Average Trip Length Total daily vehicle miles traveled divided by the total 
number of trips identified within the travel demand model. 

Figure 52 Deficient Roadway 
(in miles) Miles of roadway at an LOS of D, E, or F  

Figure 53 Deficient Roadway 
(number of links) Number of roadway links with an LOS of D, E, or F. 

Figure 54 Per Capita CO2 Emissions 
CO2 Emissions (368.4grams per mile) divided by 454 grams 
per pound, multiplied by the total vehicle miles driven per 
day, divided by the 2040 population (98,529)  

Figure 55 Per Capita Fossil Fuel 
Consumption 

Total number of miles traveled per day divided by the 
average fuel efficiency (20.7 mpg) for the average vehicle 
manufacture year for all registered vehicles in Bannock 
County (2000), divided by the population of Bannock in 
2040 (98,529) 

Figure 56 PM10 Emissions 
PM10 Emissions (0,0044 grams per mile) divided by 454 
grams per pound, multiplied by the total vehicle miles 
driven per day, divided by the 2040 population (98,529) 
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Figure 48.      Figure 49. 

        

Figure 50.          Figure 51. 

      

Figure 52.          Figure 53. 
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Figure 54.          Figure 55. 

       

Figure 56. 
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APPENDIX A  
Technical Notes:  Scenario Creation 

 
The following steps describe the technical process of translating employment and housing chips placed 
by participants of the August 14th Portneuf Valley Futures Workshop into more spatially explicit 
distributions. This process had the following goals: 

• Condense results from multiple participant groups into three spatial themes 
• Rectify where participants had placed more or less than the prescribed growth amounts of jobs 

or houses (some groups placed more jobs and houses than the target of 9300 houses or 14,000 
jobs, some less)  

• Factor in development restrictions and existing planned capacity for jobs and houses, as stated 
in previous comprehensive plans and existing zoning. Verify if the participants’ vision could be 
accommodated under existing plans.  

 

Converting Growth Chips to Raster Surfaces 
We used the ESRI Geostatistical Analyst Extension and the “Inverse Distance Weighting” method to 
convert houses and job chips to rasters. Each chip had a score equivalent to the number of jobs or 
houses specified by the chip. This required filling in areas where chips had not been placed by 
participants with zero-score points (pseudo-absence points). Other zero value points were added to 
places that were undevelopable: public lands, steep slopes and other development restricted areas. The 
end product of this first step was a “desirability map” with areas where participants placed more chips 
scoring higher and areas where they did not place chips (or undevelopable), scoring lower. The scores 
from the desirability map were then averaged the raster score in a 10 acre vector grid.  

Allocation  
Allocation is a process of distributing demand for development (housing and jobs) across the available 
supply of potential development locations.  Development is placed according to the desirability and 
capacity of each land-use area. Using the CommunityViz Allocator tool we allocated 9300 homes and 
14,000 jobs to the 10 acre grid.  Desirability of a particular grid cell was taken from the raster surface 
described above.  The capacity of each cell was identified during a previous analysis of housing and 
employment capacity of the region. That analysis was made available to participants during the 
workshop and the density assumptions were stated in the Scenario Planning Assumptions Memorandum 
delivered to the PAC on July 1st, as shown in the table on the next page. 

Once future demand was allocated, the newly allocated jobs and houses in each 10 acre grid were 
summed with the existing jobs and houses already present in that square. This information was then 
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aggregated to the BTPO TAZ layer based on an area weighted sum of the layer features. Population was 
estimated using our planning assumption of 2.51 persons per household.  Employment numbers were 
divided into the BTPO categories: retail, education, service, university and other based on TAZ specific 
percentages of those uses in the previously developed BTPO 2040 trend scenario.  
 
Table A-1. 

Land Use Dwelling units per acre Employment per acre 

 P Ch BCo PCo P Ch BCo PCo 

Agriculture/Ranching 1 1 0.025 1 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 
Residential Low 
Density 3 2 1 NA 0 0 0 NA 
Residential Medium 
Density 5 5 NA NA 0 0 0 NA 
Residential High 
Density  10 13 NA NA 0 0 0 NA 

Mixed Use 8 8 8 NA 7.5 7.5 7.5 NA 

Commercial 0 0 0 NA 8.6 8.6 8.6 NA 

Industrial 0 0 0 0 3.0 3.0 3.0 0.5 

   
* P=Pocatello, Ch=Chubbuck, BCo= Unincorporated Bannock County PCo= Power County 

Exceptions and Results 
For the most part, the jobs and houses placed by the different groups fit within the planned capacity of 
the different jurisdictions. We were also able to preserve the general balance of where participants 
placed chips and where ultimately houses and jobs were spatially allocated.  We continually tracked 
where allocation quantities by location against where they had been placed by participants.  However, 
after consulting with the PAC, three exceptions were made to land use capacity to better reflect the 
desires of the workshop participants:   

• For all scenarios, a currently undeveloped area in Northeast Pocatello on the east side of I-15 is 
currently zoned without any employment allowance. All workshop scenarios placed 
employment chips in this area. To accommodate this common desire for a new employment 
area, the capacity in Pocatello was adjusted in this area for employment densities equal to 
what’s allowed across the interstate in Chubbuck (6.2 jobs/acre).  

• For the Outdoor Life and University/Active Living Scenario, areas currently zoned for commercial 
and high density residential in Old Town Pocatello, the Warehouse District and south along S 5th 
Avenue were allowed up to 12 DUs/acre. This was made to accommodate a higher degree of 
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mixed use and residential density desired by those scenarios. Under our planning capacity 
assumptions based on adopted plans and regulations, high density residential areas allowed up 
to 10 DUs/acre and commercial areas did not specify a residential limit.  

• For the Outdoor Life Scenario, a small area in South Pocatello near where the planned Cheyenne 
Connector will connect South 5th Avenue with South Bannock Highway was adjusted to allow for 
up to 6 jobs per acre. 

Table A-2. Key Attributes 
Attribute Name Scenario Attribute definition 
Scenario_Business_DU2040 Great Place for Business Allocated housing units 
Scenario_Business_DU2040_Total Great Place for Business Total housing units (2010 + allocated) 
Scenario_Business_Pop2040_Total Great Place for Business Total population 
Scenario_Business_Emp2040 Great Place for Business Allocated jobs 
Scenario_Business_Emp2040_Total Great Place for Business Total jobs (2010 + allocated) 
Scenario_Business_Emp2040_Education Great Place for Business Jobs in education 
Scenario_Business_Emp2040_Services Great Place for Business Jobs in services 
Scenario_Business_Emp2040_Other Great Place for Business jobs in 'other' category 
Scenario_Business_Emp2040_University Great Place for Business jobs in university 
Scenario_Business_Emp2040_Retail Great Place for Business jobs in retail 
Scenario_Outdoor_DU2040 Outdoor Life Allocated housing units 
Scenario_Outdoor_DU2040_Total Outdoor Life Total housing units (2010 + allocated) 
Scenario_Outdoor_Pop2040_Total Outdoor Life Total population 
Scenario_Outdoor_Emp2040 Outdoor Life Allocated jobs 
Scenario_Outdoor_Emp2040_Total Outdoor Life Total jobs (2010 + allocated) 
Scenario_Outdoor_Emp2040_Education Outdoor Life Jobs in education 
Scenario_Outdoor_Emp2040_Other Outdoor Life jobs in 'other' category 
Scenario_Outdoor_Emp2040_Retail Outdoor Life jobs in retail 
Scenario_Outdoor_Emp2040_Services Outdoor Life Jobs in services 
Scenario_Outdoor_Emp2040_University Outdoor Life jobs in university 
Scenario_UAL_DU2040 University/Active Living Allocated housing units 
Scenario_UAL_DU2040_Total University/Active Living Total housing units (2010 + allocated) 
Scenario_UAL_Pop2040_Total University/Active Living Total population 
Scenario_UAL_Emp2040 University/Active Living Allocated jobs 
Scenario_UAL_Emp2040_Total University/Active Living Total jobs (2010 + allocated) 
Scenario_UAL_Emp2040_Education University/Active Living Jobs in education 
Scenario_UAL_Emp2040_Other University/Active Living jobs in 'other' category 
Scenario_UAL_Emp2040_Retail University/Active Living jobs in retail 
Scenario_UAL_Emp2040_Services University/Active Living Jobs in services 
Scenario_UAL_Emp2040_University University/Active Living jobs in university 
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APPENDIX B 
Assumptions Used in Community Indicator 
 
Table B-1. 
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Persons per 
Housing 
Unit 

2.55 2.55 2.55 2.55 2.55 2.55 persons per 
housing unit 

Residential 
Electricity 
Usage Rate 

95 95 95 95 95 95 million btu / square 
foot 

Solid Waste 
Generation 
Rate 

2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 pounds/person/day 

Wastewater 
Generation 
Rate 

190 190 190 190 190 190 gallons/person/day 

Water 
Usage Rate 277 277 277 277 277 277 gallons/person/day 
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Assumption Description 

Persons per 
Housing Unit 

We assumed a 3% or so vacancy rate throughout the urban area for 2040 for housing 
units so alter appropriately for households. 

Residential 
Electricity 
Usage Rate 

Average annual energy used by each residential building for all applications excluding 
primary electricity and wood, 95 Million BTU / household. Source: Default value from 
“Residential Energy Consumption Survey (2005)”�, Energy Information 
Administration. 

Solid Waste 
Generation 
Rate 

Average solid waste produced per person per day, 2.4 pounds per person per day, 
Source: Solid Waste Generation from Municipal Solid Waste Generation, Recycling, 
and Disposal in the United States: Facts and Figures for 2010 (2010), Solid Waste and 
Emergency Response, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 

Wastewater 
Generation 
Rate 

Average wastewater generated per person per day in 2000 in the Lower Portneuf 
River Valley. Source: Final Report: Economic Impacts of Enhanced Aquifer Protection 
for the Lower Portneuf River Valley, September 5, 2001, BBC Research & Consulting, 
Prepared for the State of Idaho Department of Environmental Quality. 

Water Usage 
Rate 

Water usage rates Water use in the PNV was the focus of a 2001 report prepared for 
the State of Idaho . While this report is over ten years old, it represents the best 
source of local data on water usage rates. It also provided a picture of the current 
state of the aquifer on which the region depends and addressed the long term needs 
for conservation. Average water used per person per day in 2000 in the Lower 
Portneuf River Valley. This rate is significantly above the national and state average. 
Water intensive industries in PNV likely contribute to this high rate of consumption. 
Source: Final Report: Economic Impacts of Enhanced Aquifer Protection for the Lower 
Portneuf River Valley, September 5, 2001, BBC Research & Consulting, Prepared for 
the State of Idaho Department of Environmental Quality. 
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APPENDIX C 
MAPS 
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Figure C-1.  Dwelling units by TAZ in the University Active Living, Business, and Outdoor Life scenarios are each compared to the Trend.  Maps for each of 
those three  scenarios depict how dwelling units are shifted, showing the increase or decrease in housing units by TAZ compared to the Trend Housing 
distribution. 
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Figure C-2.  Employment by TAZ in the University Active Living, Business, and Outdoor Life scenarios are each compared to the Trend.  Maps for each of 
those three scenarios depict how employment is shifted, showing the increase or decrease in employment by TAZ compared to the Trend Employment 
distribution. 
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Figure C-3. 
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APPENDIX D 
Mode Share Split Assumptions 
 

Mode Split Assumptions 

Business 

• Retail and other shopping still separated by use 
• Stronger connection between ISU and downtown/warehouse which could affect the HBW, HBS, 

HBO, and NHB trips between districts 4 and 7, and internal trips within the same districts. 

Adjustments 

• HBW: No change 
• HBC: changed internal D7 to D4 to 98% 
• SCH: no change 
• HBS: changes internal  D4 and D7 to 98% 
• HBO: changes internal  D4 and D7 to 82% 
• NHB: No change 

 

Active Living + University 

• Creates a mixed use are along the Clark/Center street corridor.   
• Creates a mixed use along Yellowstone in Chubbuck but this is currently mostly business  
• Creates a mixed use on Philbin Road Corridor 
• Stronger connection between ISU and downtown/warehouse which could affect the HBW, HBS, 

HBO, and NHB trips between districts 4 and 7, and internal trips within the same districts. 
• The mixed use along Yellowstone might affect the internal trip rate for HBS, HBO, and NHB in 

districts 2 and 4.  The interstate is a too large a barrier to create much connection between the 
districts.  The reduction would need to be adjusted due to the current large box retailers which 
will limit the reduction in auto trips. 

• Lifestyle emphasis on using other modes for all activities 
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Adjustments 

• HBW: various adjustments between 1 to 2 percent between districts 
• HBC: changed D7 to D4 to 95% 
• SCH: changed all districts from 55% to 50% 
• HBS: various adjustments between 1 to 2 percent between districts 
• HBO: various adjustments between 1 to 2 percent between districts and  decreased D4 80% 
• NHB: decreased all internal district rate by 1% 

Outdoor Life 

• Creates a mixed use modes along the railroad corridor which would in traffic terms be isolated 
for auto trip reduction.   

• Creates a mixed use along Yellowstone in Chubbuck but this is currently mostly business  
• More housing in the core areas which could affect the walkability of districts 7 and 4. 
• Stronger connection between ISU and downtown/warehouse which could affect the HBW, HBS, 

HBO, and NHB trips between districts 4 and 7, and internal trips within the same districts but 
not as same levels as business and active living. 

• The mixed use along Yellowstone might affect the internal trip rate for HBS, HBO, and NHB in 
districts 2 and 4.  The interstate is a too large a barrier to create much connection between the 
districts.  The reduction would need to be adjusted due to the current large box retailers which 
will limit the reduction in auto trips. 

• Lifestyle emphasis on using other modes for all some activities 
 

Adjustments 

• HBW: No change 
• HBC: No change 
• SCH: No change 
• HBS: No change  
• HBO: Changed internal district percentage for 4 and 7 to 4% and 2% respectively 
• NHB: No change 
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